AngioDynamics
Delta Lasers
Are you looking for a cost-effective route into laser surgery? If so, there is no
better place to start than with a reconditioned AngioDynamics Delta laser.
These high performance, portable, medical grade lasers are ideal for a wide
range of surgical procedures including incision, ablation and coagulation
of soft tissue.
The same laser can be easily – and
inexpensively – converted into a therapy
laser simply by adding a handpiece,
allowing your practice to offer High
Energy Laser Therapy (HELT) alongside
laser surgery. HELT is increasingly being
recognised as an effective way of reducing

pain and inflammation and promoting
tissue healing.
Excel Lasers is offering a limited number
of these reconditioned surgical lasers, which
have been fully serviced and calibrated and
come with a 12-month warranty.

Advantages of the Delta Laser Systems
The same system can be used for both surgery and therapy by adding a handpiece
They are easy to use – you can be up and running after a half-day training course
They are portable (with an optional carry case) so they can be used in different settings
and easily shared among partners
Available as a 15W or 30W output depending on your surgical needs
All our reconditioned lasers come with a 12-month warranty
Installation and training is provided free of charge.

“Having used an 8 watt diode laser with increasing frequency and success for
periocular surgery in horses and cattle I was being presented with larger wounds
and tumours for which the existing laser wasn’t powerful enough.
Once I had got to grips with the Delta 30, I began to see the true potential of laser
surgery in the treatment of farm animals. It allows you to do things that would otherwise
be unsuitable for conventional surgery. It has enormous potential, particularly as the use
of antibiotics becomes increasingly restricted.
Patients recover very quickly with minimal observable pain. The post-op surgical sites
are usually left unbandaged and are easy to manage.”
Dominic Alexander, Director, Belmont Farm & Equine Vets Ltd, Hereford

About us
Excel Lasers supplies and services a wide range of lasers and accessories for veterinary
practices throughout the UK. We are also the only UK supplier of Onemytis®, a new type
of surgical instrument which offers exceptionally high levels of precision at low temperatures.
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